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A topological machine is a topo|ogized quasi-machine of Ginsburg and is defined by two 
continuous functions f and g, T ~ X x S ~ X,  the state-transit ion function and the 
output function, respectively, where .X is a nonvoid T2-space, the state space, S and T 
are two topological semigroups, the input  semigroup and the output semigroup, respec- 
tively, such that f (x, s i s2 ) -  f ( f (x, sl) , s2) and g(x, s~s2) - -g(x,  sl) g( f (x, Sl), s~) for all 
x ~ X and all s l ,  s.~ c S. In Section I of this paper some results are obtained toward the 
structure of the output  function for a few special classes of machines and, in Section 2, some 
basic concepts and results of the algebraic theory are extended to the topological case. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let _IV be a nonempty T2-space and S and T be any two topological semigroups whose 
operations will be denoted by juxtaposition. A (topological) machine [20, 22] M = 
(X,  S, T, f, g) with X, S, and T as the state space, the input semigroup, and the output 
semigroup, respectively, is defined by the two functions, fandg ,  T+--oX • S--+IX,  
both continuous with respect o the product opology on X • S, satisfying the following 
9xioms.  1
A1. f(x,  sis2) = f ( f (x ,  sl) , s2) for all x E X and all (Sl, s2) G S X S. 
A2. g(x, s~s2) g(x, s,) g(f(x, Sl) , s2) for all x ~ X and all (sl, sz) E S • S. 
If S and T contain identities u and v, respectively, then often f and g are assumed to 
satisfy the following two axioms also. 
A3. f(x,  u) = x for all x e X. 
A4. A3 holds and g(x, u) = v for all x e X. 
The functions f and g are referred to as the state-transition function and the output 
function, respectively (cf. [2, 5, 12, 13]). The function f alone satisfying A 1 is variously 
described as an automaton [16] or a topological machine [3, 4, 18] or, more commonly, 
a semigroup act (or, simply, an act), and is often referred to by saying that S acts on X 
1 We use this two-place function notation for the two maps defining a machine instead of a more 
attractive binary notation, (writ ing x * s for f (x ,  s) and x o s for g(x, s)), because we have to consider 
more than one machine at a t ime in most parts of this paper. 
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(cf. [10]). In case of group actions, in a measure theoretic setup, certain Borel functions 
called cocycles (cf. [14, 21]) satisfy the same algebraic conditions as the (continuous) 
output function in the present opological-algebraic setup. The term algebraic or abstract 
machine [11, t2] (or act [10]) or, more appropriately, the term discrete machine (or act) 
may be used to refer to a machine (or an act) if no topology is considered. For a topological 
machine 2~ r the underlying T2-topologies on X, S, and T are said to be compatible with 
the algebraic machine conditions. For a discrete machine M two different sets of com- 
patible topologies are said to define two different opological varianls of M.  In the sequel, 
for a machine M, the mapf  defining the underlying act may often be denoted by the pair 
(_IV, S) and the value o f f  at (x, s) by xs. By an S-machine we shall mean a machine whose 
underlying act is such that the state space is the same as the input semigroup and the 
action map is the input semigroup multiplication. An act (or a machine) satisfying A3 
(or A4) may be referred to as an act (or a machine) with identity u. 
Ginsburg introduced and studied abstract machines which are generalizations of 
complete sequential machines [11, 12]. But machines have not been Studied in the present 
topological-algebraic setup, though Ginsburg himself suggested such an undertaking 
and, subsequently, several authors expressed similar views (see, e,g., Arbib [1, p. 270], 
Day [I0], Wallace [22], and Wymore [24]). However, a considerable amount of work has 
been done in the recent past about acts, both discrete and topological, and a good guide 
to literature on this topic is Day's recent survey article [10] on semigroup acts. Cocycles 
also have been studied by various authors and these play important roles in Harmonic 
Analysis, for details of which we refer to Helson [14] and Varadarajan [21]. In this paper 
we have initiated the study of topological machines. 
The objective of this paper is two-fold. In Section 1, our aim is to obtain results 
toward the structural characterization f output functions of certain classes of topological 
machines and, in Section 2, we make an attempt o extend certain concepts and results 
about discrete machines to the topological case. In Section 1. I, we obtain a few elementary 
results characterizing output functions of a few special but fairly general classes of 
machines and, in Section 1.2, we study output functions of machines whose input semi- 
groups are freely generated commutative monoids (or groups). Section 1.3 is devoted to 
the study of S-machines whose input semigroups are certain special types of threads with 
identity and zero [7] and whose output semigroups contain zero. In Section 2.1, we 
state slightly generalized versions of some results of Kelemen [15] concerning the unique- 
ness of compatible topologies. In Section 2.2, we introduce the concepts of state-equiv- 
alence, reduced form of a machine, and isomorphism of machines, and discuss some 
conditions for the existence of a unique (upto isomorphism) reduced form of a topological 
machine. In Section 2.3, we introduce the concepts of input-equivalence, input-reduced 
form, and input-isomorphism of machines and obtain some conditions for the existence 
of a unique (upto input-isomorphism ) input-reduced form of a topological machine. 
In this section we also consider a topological version of a Ginsburg's problem concerning 
the existence of an input-reduced machine with a finite state space corresponding to 
any given input semigroup. Finally, in Section 2.4, we consider equivalences of machines 
and prove certain results corresponding to those of the theory of discrete machines. 
Throughout his paper all semigroups (or groups) and machines (or acts) are assumed 
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to be topological, by a space we shall mean a nonvoid T2-space and, further, all semigroup 
(or group) operations will be denoted by multiplicative notation of juxtaposition unless 
mentioned exp!icity otherwise. 
I. ON SOME CLASSES OF MACHINES 
Throughout Section 1 and often in the sequel we shall use the shorter term "op- 
function" for the term "output function" of a machine and, further, understanding that 
the underlying act (X, S) of a machine is given, we shall often refer to a machine simply 
by an op-function g: X • S -* T for some output semigroup T. 
1.1. Some Elementary Results 
In this section, we consider machines which satisfy A1 and A2 but need not satisfy A3 
and A4. This section's results are elementary, and so most of the proofs are omitted. 
We first consider machines whose op-functions g: X • S -+ 7" are of the form 
g(x, s) = h(xs) for some continuous function h: X--+ T. 
PROPOSITION 1.1.1. Let (X, S)  be an act with identity u and T any semigroup. Let 
g: X • S -~ T be a continuous function and h: X- -+ T be defined by h(x) = g(x, u). Then 
the following statements are true. 
(1) h(xs) = g(x, s) iff g(x, st) g(xs, t) for  all x ~ X and all s, t ~ S. 
(2) I f  T is a right zero semigroup, then g is an op-function iff g(x, s) = h(xs) for all 
(x,s) eX  • S.  
(3) Suppose g is an op-function and h satisfies h(xs) = g(x, s) for all (x, s) e X • S. 
Then g(x, s) is an idempotent of T and a left identity,for g(x, st) for all x ~ X and all s, 
t ~ S. If, in addition, g({x} • S) = T for all x ~ X ,  then T is a right zero semigroup. 
We omit the easy proof. 
Now let (X, S) be an act and T a semigroup (or a group). Then an op-function g: 
X • S---~ T is called a simple op-function if there exists a continuous function b: X -~ T 
such that 
b(x) g(x, s) - -  b(xs) 
or, equivalently, 
g(x, s) --  b(x) -1 b(xs), if T is a group. (*) 
The function b satisfying (*) is said to define the op-function g. 
We shall show, in the rest of this section, that in many situations every op-function 
is simple. However, we give below two examples of op-functions which are not simple. 
]~XAMPL:E 1.I.1. Let S be any commutative group acting on a space X,  and let S 2, 
the Cartesian product group S • S, act on X as (x, (s~, s2)) --~ xslsz. Let, for a com- 
mutative group H, hi : S -~ H, i = 1, 2, be two distinct (continuous) homomorphisms. 
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Then the (continuous) function g: X • S 2-+ H defined by g(x, (st, s2) = hi(s1) h2(s2) 
is an op-function because the map k: S 2 -+ H defined by k(st, s~ = hi(s~) ha(sz) is a 
homomorphism. We show that g is not simple. For if ha(s1) h2(s2) = b(x) -1 b(xsts2) for 
some continuous function h: X-+H,  then note that for s 1 = s 1, the RHS = 1, but 
the LHS =/= 1. 
EXAMPLE 1.1.2. Let S be any subgroup of the additive group R of real numbers 
such that S is dense in R with the usual topology. Let S a stand for S with discrete 
topology. If (X, S) is an act for which 0 is an identity, the action map X X S -+ X will 
still be continuous if S is given discrete topology and so we also have an act (X, Sa)- 
Then, for any noncontinuous homomorphism h of S into a group H, g: X • S a -+ H 
defined by g(x, s) h(s) for all (x, s) e X • Sd,  is an op-function which is not simple, 
for, if g is simple, there exists a continuous map b: X--+ H such that g(x, s) = h(s) = 
b(x) - t  b(xs) for all (x, s) e X • S a . Now, by definition of h, there is a sequence {s~} in S 
such that s,~ --+ 0 in S but h(s,O -/+ 1 in H where l is the identity of H. Then, because 
of the continuity of the act (X, S), if x e X,  xsn -+ xO ~ x. Therefore, because b is 
assumed to be continuous, b(x) -1 b(xsn) -+ 1. But this is the same as h(s,~) -+ 1, which is 
false. Hence no such continuous function b can exist. 
The following is a slight generalization of a simple fact known in group theoretic 
setup (cf. [2!]). 
PROPOSITION 1.1.2. Let g: S • S -+ H be an op-function for some semigroup S and 
a group H. I f  S has a left identity u (respectively a right zero z), then g is simple and the map b 
defining  such that b(u) = l (respectively b(z) = 1) is unique. (In case S has a left identity g 
is simple even if H is just a semigroup and not a group). 
Proof. Define b: S -+ H by b(x) = g(u, x), if u is a left identity of S (respectively by 
b(x) --  g(x, z) -1 if z is a right zero of S). It can be easily shown that b defines g and is the 
unique map such that b(u) = 1 (respectively b(z) = 1). 
Remark 1.1.3. The uniqueness of the map b defining  in Proposition 1.1.2 is subject 
to the condition that b(u) = 1 (or b(z) ---- 1). In general, however, if a simple op-function 
g: X x S-+H is defined by a map b:X- -~H and H is a group, then any translate 
b 1 : S -~ H of b (i.e., bt(x ) = hb(x) for some h e H and all x e X) also defines g. 
PROPOSITION 1.1.4. Let S be a commutative semigroup and H a group. Then any 
op-function g: S • S --+ H is simple and is defined, for any a e S, by the map ba : S -+ H 
(or any translate of ba) where ba(x) -- g(a, x) g(x, a) 1 for all x 6 S. Further, any map 
b: S --+ H defining g is necessarily a translate of ba for each a e S. 
Proof. That b~ defines g can be easily established by using A2 if we expand both sides 
of the identity g(x, ya) = g(x, ay), which follows from the commutatively of S. 
Now i fg  is a simple op-function defined by b: S- -+H,  then, for any ae  S, b(x) = 
b(xa) g(x, a) -1 for all x e S and, by the commutativity of S, b(xa) = b(ax) = b(a) g(a, x). 
Therefore, b(x) = b(a) g(a, x) g(x, a) 4 = b(a) b~(x). 
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PROPOSITION 1.1.5. Let a commutative semigroup S act on a space X satisfying the 
two conditions: 
(C1) There exist c ~ X and d ~ S such that for each x ~ X there exists a unique y ~ S 
such that xd -- cy. 
(C2) I f  {s~} is a net in S having no convergent subnet, then the net {cs~}, for c E X,  
has no convergent subnet. 
Then every op-function g: X • S ~ H, where H is a group, is simple. 
Proof. Let g: X x S---~ H be an op-function. Then making use of (C1) define 
b: X - -~H by b(x) z g(c, 3')g(x, d) -1. By the continuity of the act and (C2) it can be 
shown that b is continuous. Now by using A2 to expand both sides of the identityg(x, sd)~ 
g(x, ds), which follows from the commutativity of S, it can be shown that g is a simple 
op-function defined by b. 
The above results can be slightly generalized as follows. 
Remark 1.1.6. Let (X, S) be an act satisfying any one of the hypotheses of Proposi- 
tions 1.1.2, 1.1.4, or 1.1.5. Then, for any space Y, if S acts on the product space Y x X, 
(y, x)s = (y, xs)foral l (y,  x, s )c  Y • X • S, every op-functiong: (Y • X) • S--+ H, 
for a group H, is simple. 
Proof. We illustrate the proof by proving only one case. Let S have a left identity 
e and let S act on itself by its multiplication. Define b: Y x S --+ H as b(y, s) = g((y, e), s) 
for all (y, s) c Y x S. Then, from the identity g((y, e), st) = g((y, e), s) g((y, s), t) for 
any t E S, it follows that g is simple and defined by b. 
Our next result is concerned with the extension of an op-function from a homomorphic 
image of an act. An act (X', s') is a homomorphic image of an act (X, S) if there exists 
a homomorphism from (X, S) onto (X', S'), i.e., a pair (h, k) Where h: X--+ X '  is a 
continuous onto map and k: S -+ S' is a continuous onto homomorphism such that 
h(xs) = h(x) k(~) for all (x, s) ~ X • S. 
Then we have the easy, 
PROPOSITION 1.1.7. Let (X', S') be a homomorphic image of an act (X, S) via the 
homomorphism (h, k) and let T be a fixed semigroup. 
I f  g': X '  • S ' -+  T is an op-function, then the function g: X • S -+ T defined by 
g(x, s) = g'(h(x), k(s)) for all (x, s) ~ X • S, is an op-function satisfying 
(C) g is constant on h-a(h(x)) • k -1 (k(s)) for all (x, s) ~ X • S. 
Conversely, i f  g: X X S --~ T is an op-function satisfying (C), then the function g': 
X '  X S' --~ T, defined by g'(x', s') =~ g(h-i(s ') X k l(s')) for all (x', s') E X '  x S', is 
an op-function. 
1.2. Machines with Freely Generated Commutative Monoids (or Groups) as Inputs 
In this section we obtain structural characterizations of op-functions (which are 
tacitly assumed to be continuous and satisfy A2 and A4) defined on an act whose input 
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semigroup is a commutative monoid (or group) freely generated by a set of elements. 
Toward this we first prove the following useful result. 
PROPOSITION 1.2.1. Let  S be a commutative monoid which is the topological direct 
product of n submonoids S1 , S 2 ,..., S~ . I f  S acts on a space X and T is any monoid, then 
a function g: X • S--+ T is an op-function iff  there exist (unique) op-functions gi : 
X X S~--~ T, i - -  1 .... , n, such that 
(a) gi(x, si) gj(xsl ,  sj) = &(x, si) gi(xs~, si) for all x ~ X ,  si ~ S i ,  and sj ~ Sj  and 
i, j = 1, 2,..., n and i ~ j ,  and 
n--1 
(b) g(x, s) = g,(x, sl) g2(xst , s2) "" g,~(x 1--[i=1 si , s,) for  all x E X and s ~ S where s 
has the (unique) representation s ~ s i = I-Ii=l sl ,  ~ S i ,  i = 1,..., n. 
Proof. " I f  part." First, for n = 2, it is shown that, if (a) and (b) hold, then g is an 
op-function. Let S S t@S 2 and s, s 'eS  so that s=s ls2  and s '=s l ' s  2' for s i ,  
s i '~-S i ,  i = 1,2. 
We shall show that for any x e X, 
Now 
g(x, ss') = g(x, s) g(xs, s'). 
g(x, ss') = g(x, (s~s1')(s2s()) 
= gl(x, sis1') g2(xslsl', szs2' )
= g~(x, ,0 g~(xsl, s~') g~(xslh', s~) g~(.s~st%, s/) 
= g,(x, s~) ge(xsl, s2) gl(xslse, sl' ) gz(xslszs,', s2' )
= g(x, s) g(xs, s'). 
Next an induction is made on n. Suppose for n = m the result is true. We shall show that 
the same holds for n=m+l .  Let S=S 1@' ' -@Sin+l ,  S* =- S 1@' . -@Sin  
and so S =- S* @ S,~+1 . 
Let s ~ S and 
ra+l 
S ~ ~ $i, s iG i i  
i=1 
= ts~,~+ 1 ~ t E S 'g. 
Suppose g is defined by (a) and (b). Now, g(x, s) = g(x, tsm+~) = g.(x,  t) g,,,+l(xt, sin+l), 
where g ,  : X • S* --+ T and g~,+l : X • S,~+I --+ T are two op-functions and g .  is 
obtained via conditions (a) and (b). Induction is complete if g .  and gm+l satisfy (a). 
That is to show that for all x ~ X ,  t ~ S*, and sm+l e S,~+,, 
t I g. (x ,  ) g,~+ltxt, s,~+l) = :,~+t(*, s,~+~) g,(.s,~+t , t). 
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Assuming t = I-[i=1 st, then 
lhs = gl(x, sl) gz(xsa, s2)"" g,~ ~ si,  sm g,,+a(xt, s,,+l ). 
After repeated applications of (a) from the right one shows that lhs = rhs. Thus g 
satisfies A2 and, since each gi satisfies A4, g satisfies A4 also. 
Further, in view of (b), and S being the topological direct product of S~ ,..., S , ,  
it can be easily seen that g is continuous. 
"Only if." I f  g: X • S --+ T is an op-function then let gi : X X S i --+ T be 
the restriction ofg  on X • S t ,  i = t,..., n. I t  is easy to see that the g~'s atisfy (a) and (b) 
and the gi's, being the restrictions o fg  on X • S i ,  are unique. 
If S is a commutative monoid which is the topological direct product of infinitely many 
submonoids of S, then the assertion of Proposition 1.2.1 is false because the function g 
so defined via (b) may fail to be continuous. The following example illustrates this point. 
EXAMPLE 1.2.1. Let Si = R, the usual additive group of reals, i = 1, 2 ..... Let S 
be the topological direct sum of the Si's. I f  R acts on a space X, then, taking R as the 
output semigroup, the function gi : X • R ---* R, defined via gi(x, r) r for all x e X 
and r E R, is a (continuous) op-function for each i and the condition (a) of Proposition 
1.2.1 is trivially satisfied. I f  g: X • S -+ R is defined by (b) Proposition 1.2.1, then we 
shall show that g is not continuous. 
If{s,} is a sequence in S, where s, = (r l ,  r 2 ,..., r , , ,  (l/n),..., (l/n), 0, 0,...), (m + l)st 
to (m q- n)th coordinates being equal to 1/n for all n >~ 1, then lim,_~o s, = (r 1 ,..., r,~, 
0,...) - -  s, say. But whileg(x, s,,) = r 1 q- -.- -k r,, + 1 for all n ~> 1, g(x, s) = r 1 q- "" q- rm. 
So g is not continuous. 
However, if {Si : i ~ I} is an arbitrary family of submonoids of a discrete monoid S 
which is the (algebraic) direct product of {Si : i ~ I}, we can easily state a result analogous 
to Proposition 1.2.1. 
Now in view of the above discussion, if S is a free commutative monoid (or group) 
generated by a set {A i : i a I} of elements and S acts on a space X, then for any monoid 
(or group) T we can obtain a structural description of any op-function g: X x S -+ T 
in terms of functions ft  : X -+ T, i e I satisfying certain conditions similar to (a) of 
Proposition 1.2. I. However, we shall state and prove our result only for the case when I is 
a finite set, the generalization to the case when I is an infinite set being quite easy. 
Therefore, our next proposition is 
PROPOSITION 1.2.2. Let S be a commutative discrete monoid (respectively group) freely 
n 
generated by A a .... , A n so that each element s of S has a unique expression s = I-Ii=t A~. ~, 
where mi is a nonnegative integer (respectively an integer), i = 1,..., n. I f  S acts on a space X 
and T is a group with identity I, then a function g: X • S -+ T is an @-function iff there 
exist (unique) (continuous)functions f i  : X - -~ T, i = 1 .... , n such that 
(a) f~(x)f~(xAi) =f i(x)f i (xA~) for all i , j  = 1, 2,..., n; 
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and 
(b) (i) g~(x, A7 ~) = ~I f~(xA'~) i f  m~ > O, 
k=O 
=1 i f  m i O, 
--~ti--1 
= 1/  ff[~o= f'(xA~"+k) i f  m, < O; 
(--' ) 
(ii) g x, AF' g,(x, "" . . . .  ' 9 a~ )g~(xal , a.  ) g .  ~, I ]  " '  a~o 
i=1 i= i  
for all x e X .  
P~o@ By virtue of Proposition 1.2.1, it is only necessary to verify that the gi's so 
defined satisfy (a) of Proposition 1.2.1, i.e., to show that 
g,(x, ?t~. 0 g~(xZ7', A7 0 = gs(x, At, ) g~(xA~. ,, At0. (*) 
Now, for Case 1 when m~, ms >/0 (*) can be easily verified using b(i) and by repeated 
application of (a); the remaining cases can be dispensed with as follows. 
Case 2. m~ -- -- l i  , 1 i >/O, and m~ ~ O. 
In this case, we can show that (*) ~s equivaleat to 
f j (x ' ) f j (x 'as )  ""Sj(x'a7 '-l)fi(x'a~i) . . . j i t  x . . . . .  a 7 ,-,i-l.jl J 
= f,(x')  f,(x'A,) --. f,(x'A~'-') fs (x) . . ,  fs(xaT. ,-'), 
where x' = x),~,. 
This can be easily verified by repeated applications of (a). 
Case 3. m, ) O and m s =- - l  s , lj >~ O. This  is similar to Case 2. 
Case 4. m i = -- l i  , l i ~ O, and mj = -- ls, l s >~ 0. 
Note that the condition (a), 
f,(x) L(xAD = D(x) f~(x~) 
is equivalent to (a'), 
f i(xAs)-i fs(x )-I = fs(xA,)-i f , (x)- l ,  
and (*) is equivalent to 
f,(xZT~)-I f,(xA.-2)-I ... f,(xAT~,)-a f j (xA~,A;1)- l  ... fs(x;~Tz,AT~,)-~ 
_ f j  (xA;~)-1 j j  (xA2~)-~.,, h (xA;") -1 f ,  (xA)-bAi-1) -1"'" fi (xA~Tz0'~: ~')-1, 
which is easily verified by repeated applications of (a'). 
This completes the proof of the "if part." 
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"Only if." Define f i (x)  = g(x, Ai) for all x 9 X and i = 1 .... , n. Then f i 's satisfy 
(a); and, further, if gi(x , k~ "i) g(x, k~'i), then (b) is also satisfied. 
This completes the proof. 
The following gives a condition when every op-function in the present set up is simple. 
PROPOSITION t.2.3. Suppose S is a commutative discrete monoid freely generated by an 
arbitrary set {A: i ~ I} of generators. I f  T is a group and S acts on a space X ,  then any o20_ 
function g: X • S--~ T is simple iff there exists a continuous function b: Y - -~ T such that 
f i(x) = g(x, k,) = b(x) -~ b(xai) for  all x ~ X and all A.c , i a I. 
The proof is trivial. 
The following gives a situation when every op-function is simple. 
PROPOSITION 1.2.4. Let S be a subsemigroup (or subgroup) of the additive real line X 
generated by a single element A. Then for any group T, every op-function g: X • S ~ T 
is simple. 
Proof. Let g :X  • S -+T be any op-funetion. Let f (x )  =g(x ,A)  for all xEX.  
Because of Proposition 1.2.3, we need to show that (*) f (x )  = b(x) -~ b(x ~- ~) for all 
x ~ X, for some continuous function b: X--~ T Now note the following property (P) 
of real numbers. 
(P). Every real number has a unique representation y = x q-nA for 0 < x ~3.  
and n an integer. 
Now take any continuous function b: [0, A] -+ T such that b(A) = b(0)f(0). Then 
for any y > A, if y --  x @ nA, n >~ 1, define b(y) so as to satisfy (*), i.e., set 
b(y)  = b(x + nh) = b(x + n - -  1h)f(x + n - -  1h) .-. 
= b(x) f (x ) f (x  + A) . - . f (x  + n - -  1A), 
and fo ry~<0,  i fy  =x- -nh ,  n~> 1, 
b(y) b(x - -  na) = b(x - -  n - -  1A)f(x - -  nh) -1 .-. 
= b(x) f (x  - -  a ) - * f (x  - -  2t) -~ . . . f (x  - -  nh) -~. 
Then b is a well-defined continuous map from X into T and, by the very construction, 
satisfies (*) for all x E X. Hence g is simple. 
Next we give an example of an op-function which is not simple. 
EXAMPLE 1.2.2. Let S be the discrete subgroup of the additive real line X generated 
by 1 and an irrational number A. Let T be the circle group and let f l  andf~ be two functions 
from X into T defined by 
f~(x) exp(ix) and f=(x) = exp(iAx) 
for all x ~ X. It can be easily seen that f l  and f2 satisfy the condition (a) of Proposition 1.2.2. 
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Then, via Proposition 1.2.2 and after some simplifications, the op-funcdon g: X • 
5 ' -+ T constructed from f l  and f2 is defined as 
g(x, m) = exp[i(mx + (na(m -- 1)/2))], m is any integer, 
g(x, nA) exp[iA(nx 4- (n(n -- 1)A/2))], n is any integer, 
and g(x, m 4- na) = g(x, m) g(x -+- m, nh). Then it can be shown that 
g(x, m + nA) = exp[i(m 4- nA)x] exp[(#2)(m 4- hA) ~] exp[--(i/2)(m 4- hA'Z)]. (*) 
l fg  is simple there should exist a continuous b: X--> T such that 
g(x, m 47 hA) -~ b(x)-' b(x 4- m 4- nA) 
for all x ~ X and m 4- nA ff S. 
Now consider a sequence m k 4- nkA --~ O. So, if g is simple, one should have 
lim+ g(x, mk 4- n~A) = 1 
rnk+n!~A 0 
whence from (*) 
lim exp[--(i/2)(m k ~- nkA2)] ~ 1. 
That is, ra~ + n~Z-+ 2br for some constant l, and treat means regina ~ A ~. But, as 
mk Jr nkh ~ O, rni~/nl~ --+ --h. This is a contradiction, and so g is not simple. 
In concluding this section we give a characterization f op-functions for the action 
of a &screte group of rationals Q on the set of reals R. Let G,  be the group generated by .  
1/n, n >~ 1. Then Q ~- 1.),~1 G, .  For a group H with identity 1 an op-function g~ : 
R • G~ --+ H is described as 
'm--1 
g,(x,m/n) = I ]  f~(x + 1In), if m >0> 
i=0 
= 1 if m O> (e~) 
- -  f t~- - I  
if ra<0 
for all x c R and all m, where f,, : R ~ H is a continuous function and is defined by 
f~(x) = g~(x, i ln). The following is then a description of op-functions g: R • Q-+ H. 
PROPOSITION 1.2.5. A function g: R • Q--,  H is an op-function iff there exists a 
sequence of continuous functions f~ : R -+ H, n >~ I satisfying 
f i (x)  = As(x) f i j (x  + (1 l i j ))  "" fu (x  + [( j  - -  1)liJ]) (8) 
for all x E R and i, j ~ 1, and g(x, m/n) = g.(x, re~n) as given by (o~). 
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Pro@ I f  fn 's  satisfy (fi) and g is defined via (~) it is easy to see that g satisfies the 
condition A2 of an 0p-function. For, if re~n, re'In' c 0,  then m/n = ran'Inn' and m'/n' = 
m'n/nn', and so m/n, m'/n' c Gnn" . Therefore, g(x, (re~n) q- (m'/n')) = gnc (x, (re~n) + 
(m'/n')) will satisfy A2. The only thing it is necessary to verify is that g defined via (c~) 
is unambiguous, that is, gn(x, m/n) g,,~,(x, mn'/nn') for all integers m, n, n', with 
n,n '~ l .  
Expanding the rhs and using (fi) for the two cases when m > 0 and m < 0 the above 
equality can be easily established. 
Conversely-, if g: R • Q--+ H is an op-function, then define f~(x) = g(x, I/n) for 
all x ~ X and n ~ 1. It is easy to see that thef~'s atisfy (,) and (/3). 
A final remark is worth making in this context. Examples of op-functions which are 
not simple are given in both Sections 1.1 and 1.2 for actions of discrete subgroups of 
additive real line R which are dense in R with usual topology. But what can be said 
about op-functions on R • S where S is a dense subtroup, the topology on S being the 
induced topology from R ? If  H is complete metric, then every uniformly continuous 
op-funetion on R • S into H has a unique uniformly continuous extension to R • R, 
and hence, must be simple. What can be said about the structures of continuous op- 
functions ? More generally, suppose S is a dense submonoid (or subgroup) of a group 
Haeting on a space Xand Tis a monoid (or group). Can every op-functiong: X • S--+ T 
be extended to an op-function g': X • H--o- T? 
1.3 S-Machines whose Input Semigroups are Certain Spedal types of Threads having 
Identity and Zero and whose Output Semigroups Contain Zero 
We have seen in Section 1.1 (cf. Proposition 1.1.4) that if S is a commutative semigroup 
and H a group, then every op-function g: S • S ~ is simple. However, if H is a group 
with zero (i.e., H is a semigroup with zero 0 such that H\0 is a group; for example, H can 
be the multiplicative semigroup R + of nonnegative real numbers), then this may not be 
the case. For instance, if S = [0, 1] with usual multiplication, then S is a subsemigroup 
of R + and not every op-function g: S • S -+ S is simple. In fact, if S = [0, 1] with 
usual multiplication, then we shall prove in the sequel the following proposition which 
completely characterizes all op-functions g: S X S--+ S. 
PROPOSITION 1.3.1. Let S = [0, 1] with usual multiplication and g: S • S -+ S be 
any op-function. Let (Co) denote the condition g(O, x) --  0 for some x ~ S. Then 
(1) I f  (Co) holds, then either 
(a) g(x, y) -- O for all (x, y) c S • S, or 
(b) (i) g(x, O) O for all x E S and (ii) g(x, y) ~ O for all x E S andy > O. 
(2) I f  (Co) does not hold, then g(x, y) =/= O for all (x, y) ~ S • S, and, hence, g must 
be simple. 
The arguments required to prove Proposition 1.3.1 are quite elementary. However, 
similar arguments can be made use of to study op-functions when S is a more general 
interval semigroup such as a standard thread or a thread with identity and interior zero [7]. 
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This suggests this section's discussion which is carried on for a certain special class of 
threads with identity and interior zero. From this discussion results for the case of a 
standard thread, and in particular Proposition 1.3.1, will follow as special cases. 
Toward this we first describe the structure of threads with identity and interior zero. 
We refer to Clifford [7], Day [9], and Paalman-de Miranda [19] for this matrial. However, 
we shall mainly follow the notations and terminologies of [7]. 
By a thread we shall mean a compact connected linearly ordered semigroup with both 
end points as idempotents. A unit thread is a semigroup topologically isomorphic (or, 
simply, isomorphic) to [0, 1] with usual real multiplication, and a nil thread is a semigroup 
isomorphic to the semigroup [89 1] with multiplication defined by xy = max{89 usual 
real product of x and y}. By a ligament we shall mean either a unit thread or a nil thread. 
A standard thread is a thread with one end point as zero and the other end point as 
identity. 
The following result describes the structure of a standard thread. 
THEOREM (cf. [7, 9]). Let S be a standard thread with E as the set of idempotents. 
Then E is a closed subset of S, and, if x, y e E, xy = min{x, y}; the complement of E is the 
union of disjoint open intervals, and, if P is one of these, then the closure of P is a subsemigroup 
of S which is a ligament, and finally, if x c P and y r P, then xy = rain{x, y). In particular, 
S is/lbelian. 
The next result describes the structure of a thread with identity and interior zero. 
THEOREM (cf. [7]). Let T -- [f, u] be a thread with u as identity and having interior 
zero 0 such that f < 0 ~ u (if necessary taking the order dual).Let S = [0, u] and S' = [f, 0]. 
Then S is a standard thread, S' is an order dual of a standard thread (i.e., S' is obtained from 
a standard thread by reversing the order) and the multiplication * in T is defined via a 
continuous onto homomorphism r S -+ S' as follows: For x, y E S and x', y'  ~ S', 
x*y  = xy, x' *y  = x'r 
x*y' = r x' * y '  = x'y', 
9 where the multiplication i  S (and S') is denoted by juxtaposition. Further, r = f *x  ---- x*f 
for all x ~ S. 
However, in the following discussion we shall consider a thread T with identity and 
interior zero such that the map r S--+ S' mentioned in the description of the structure 
of T is actually an isomorphism, i.e., we consider a T where S'  is an order dual of S. 
Let E and E' denote the set of idempotents of S and S', respectively. Then, for every 
e ~ E, r E E'. 
Let T 1 be a semigroup with zero 0 such that for x, y c T, x • 0, y 7' 0 implies that 
xy =/= 0 and E 1 , the set of idempotents of 711, is totally disconnected. 
For the rest of this section we assume that we are given an S-machine defined by a 
(continuous) op-funetion g: T X T -~ T 1 satisfying A2, where T and T z are as described 
above. We now proceed to describe the structure o fg  for which we shall need a series Of 
intermediate r sults of which the first is 
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PROPOSITION 1.3.2. Let g: T • T -+ T~ be an op-function. Then 
(a) for any e ~ E and for all x ~ [r el, (i) g(0, e) z g(x, e) ~ E~, and, (ii) i f  
g(O, e) -~ O, then g(e, x) = 0; 
(b) for any e' ~ E' and for all :c ~ [e', 0], (i) g(0, e') = g(x', e') ~ E l ,  and, (ii) i f  
g(O, e') = O, then g(e', x') ~ 0; 
(c) for any x ~ T, the following statements are true: (i) i f  g(x, y) = O for some y ~ S, 
then g(x, y') = O for a l ly '  ~ [r y], (ii) if g(x, y) = O for some y E S'  then g(x, y') = 0 
for all y '  ~ [y, 0]. 
Proof a(i). For  any e ~ E and any x e [r el, it is clear that x*e = e*x = x. There-  
fore, by A2, g(x, e) --  g(x, e'e) = g(x, e) g(x*e, e) = g(x, e) g(x, e) e E, for all x ~ [r el 
Now, since [r el is connected, E 1 is totally disconnected and g is continuous, it follows 
that g(0, e) = g(x, e) E E~ for all x c [r el. 
Proof a(ii)-b(ii). We omit the easy proof. 
Proof c(i). Let, for some y c S, g(x, y) = O. We consider two cases: 
Case l .  Le ty 'E [0 ,  y]. 
I f  y and y '  belong to the same l igament U ~ [e 1 , e2] of S, then there exists a z c U 
(in fact, y'  <~ z <~ y) such that y'  = y*z.  Therefore, g(x, y') = g(x, y*z)  = g(x, y) 
g(x*y, z), by A2, and then since g(x, y) = 0, it follows that g(x, y') ~ O. 
t fy  and y '  do not belong to the same ligament, then since y'  < y, y*y '  ~- y',  and so 
g(x, y') = g(x, y*y ' )  -- g(x, y) g(x*y, y')  = 0 because g(x, y) = O. 
Case 2. Let  y '  c [r 0]. A similar argument is needed. 
Proof c(ii). Similar to the proof of c(i). 
In view of Proposit ion t.3.2(c), if the condit ion (Co) , g(0, x) = 0 for some x e T, is 
satisfied by g let us define the two elements x o e S and x 0' e S '  as 
x 0 = sup{x e S :g(0, x) = 0}, 
and 
x0' = inf ix'  e s :  g(0,  :c') = 0}. 
Then we can prove the following result, which will be very useful in the sequel. 
PROPOSITION 1.3.3. Let g: T • T -~ T a be an op-function satisfying the condition (Co) 
so that x o and x o' exist. Then 
(i) x o 6 E and g(O, Xo) -~ O, 
(ii) x o' ~ E'  and g(O, Xo' ) = O, 
(iii) x o' vL f iff x o ~ u and q~(Xo) = Xo'. 
Proof (i). Let,  if possible, :c o q~ E and the l igament of S containing xo be U = [e 1 , e~]. 
Then there exist x 1 , x~ ~ U such that x 0 < x 1 , x 0 < x 2 , and xl*x 2 ~ Xo', and so by A2, 
g(O, :cl*xz) ~ g(O, xl)g(O, x2). But in view of Proposit ion 1.3.2 c(i), since both g(0, xl) 4 :0  
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and g(0, xz) v a 0 imly g(0, XI*X2) ,:/: 0, we arrive at a contradict ion of the fact that 
g(O, xi*x2) = 0 for xi* xz < x o . Th is  contradict ion shows that x 0 c E. 
Again, by Proposit ion 1.3.2 c(i) and the definition of Xo, since g(0, y) = 0 for all 
y e [0, x0). by the continuity of g it follows that g(0, x0) = 0. 
Proof (ii). Similar to the proof of (i). 
Proof (iii). I f  x o' @f ,  then x o :/= u. For  otherwise, g(0, Xo) = g(0, u) = 0 implies, 
by Proposit ion !.3.2 c(i), that g(0, y) = 0 for all y ~ [r u] = [f, u], since r is an 
isomorphism and r = f, and so, g(0, f )  0, which is a contradict ion to the definition 
of Xo'. Therefore, x o' ~ f implies that x o 4= u, g(0, f )  =7(= 0 and, for all x > Xo' , g(0, x) vL 0. 
Hence, if x' qS(x) for some x > Xo, then g(0, x') = g(0, f *x ' )  = g(0, f ' x )  = g(0, f )  
g(0, x) =A 0 since both g (0 , f )  =~ 0 and g(0, x) r 0. But, since r is an isomorphism, 
x > x 0 iffr < r , and hence, for all x' < ~(Xo) ,g(0, x') ,=/= O. On the other hand, since 
g(O, x0) - -  0 implies that g(O, x) = 0 for all x ~ [Sb(Xo), Xo], we conclude that ~(Xo) = Xo'. 
The converse case of (iii) is obvious. 
Our next result is 
PROPOSITION 1.3.4. Let g: T • T -+ T 1 be an op-function satisfying the condition 
(Co). Then g(x, y) -- 0 for all x ~ T and all y e [Xo', xo]. 
Proof. From Proposit ions 1.3.2 a(i) and 1.3.3 (i) and the relationg(x, y) = g(x, Xo*y)= 
g(x, xo) g(X*Xo, y) it follows that g(x, y) = 0 for all x, y ~ [qS(Xo) , Xo]. 
Now if x r [r :co], x*x o -- x o or r , and in any case, g(x*xo, y) = 0 for all 
y e [r , x0] and hence, g(x, y) = g(x, xo*y ) -- g(x, Xo) g(x*xo, y) = O. 
Thus,  g(x, y) = 0 for all x c T and all y e [r , xo] and so, by virtue of Proposit ion 
1.3.3(iii), if x o' @ f, Proposit ion 1.3.4 is proved. But if x o' = f,  then g(0, f )  = 0 and so 
g(x', f )  -- 0 for all x' ~ S' .  Therefore g(x, y') -- g(x, y ' * f )  = g(x, y') g(x*y', f )  --  0 for 
all x ~ T and all y '  ~ S '  since x*y'  c S' .  
Thus,  Proposit ion 1.3.4 is proved. 
F rom Proposit ion 1.3.4 it is clear that for all x r [x0', Xo], g(0, x) 4= 0 and g(0, x) 4= 0 
for x e S (or x ~ S')  implies that g(0, y) @ 0 for all y ~ x (or y ~< x). Therefore, unless 
g(x, y) = 0 for all x, y ~ T, g(O, x) ~= 0 for some x E T. Let  us now define the two elements 
Yo E S and Yo' ~ S'  as 
and 
Yo = inf{y e S : g(O, y) v ~ 0}, 
y '  = sup{y'  ~ S '  :g(O, y ' )  @ }. 
The following remarks will be useful in the sequel. 
Remarks 1.3.5. Let  g: T • T - -TT  i be an op-function and let Xo' , x o, Yo', Yo be 
defined as above. 
(i) I f  both x o and Yo exist, then x o = Yo and similarly, if both x o' and Yo' exist, 
xo' = Yo'- Further,  if x o' ~-- Yo' then r = xo'. 
(ii) I f  Yo exists, g(0, Yo) 4= 0 implies that Yo = Yo' = 0. 
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Then we have 
PROPOSITION 1.3.6. 
(a) I f  yo and y o' 
(i) g(x, e) C- 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
Let g: T • T ~ 7"1 be an op-function. 
exist, the following statements are true. 
0 for all x ~ T and all e ~ E such that g(O, e) ~= O, 
g(e, x) ~ 0 for all x > Yo and all e ~ E, 
g(x', e') C- 0 for all x' c S' and all e' ~ E' such that g(O, e') ~ O, 
g(e', x') =/= 0 for all x' < y' and all e' ~ E', 
i f  g(O, y) C = O, then g(x, e) ~ 0 and g(e, x) =/= O for all x E T and all e ~ E u E'. 
(b) I f  yo exists but Yo' does not (which means that x' ~- f ) ,  then 
(i) for any e ~ E such that g(O, e) va O, g(x, e) va O for all x ~ r 
(ii) g(e, x) 4 :0  for all x > Yo and all e ~ E. 
Proof a(i). Let  e ~ E such that g(0, e) #: 0. Then  for all x c [r e], g(x, e) ~ O, by 
Proposition 1.3.2 a(i). So let us consider an x r [r e] and, if possible, let g(x, e) = O. 
We shall show that this leads to a contradict ion proving that g(x, e)v  ~ O. We shall 
distinguish two cases: 
Case t. x > e. 
If x~ E, let x ~ [e 1, ez], a l igament of S. We first c laim that g(x, e2) ~ 0, for if 
g(x, ez) == 0] then by Proposit ion 1.3.2 a(i), g(0, ee) = g(x, e2) = 0 since x e [el ,  e2] 
(and hence, x e [~(ez), e2] ). Hence, g(0, y) = 0 for all y e [~(e.~), e~], by Proposit ion 
1.3.2 c(i), which implies that g(0, e )= 0 since e < ez, and so e ~ [r e2]- This  is 
contradictary to our basic assumption thatg(0, e) @ 0, and hence our claim thatg(x,  e) va 0 
is established. 
Now, since g(x, ez) @ O, there exists a O, e 1 < 0 < ez, such that g(x, y) @ 0 for all 
y ~ [0, e2] , since, otherwise, by the continuity of g, it will follow that g(x, ee) = 0. Then  
note that for anyy  e [0, el, as e ~ e 1 < e2, e*y = e = y 'e ,  and so, g(x, e) = g(x, y 'e)  == 
g(x, y) g(x*y, e), and since g(x, y) @ O, g(x, e) = 0 iff g(x*y, e) -~ O. That  is, there exists 
an x', namely, x' = x*O, such that g(x, e) = 0 i f fg(y,  e) = 0 for all y ~ Ix', x]. 
A rgu ing  as above, i fx  e E, then, since x > e, andg(x,  x) =A 0, there exists a 0, e < 0 < x 
such that g(x, y) --/= 0 for all y e [0, x], from which it will follow that there exists an x', 
namely x' = x*O = 0, such that g(x, e) - -  0 i f fg(y,  e) ~ 0 for a l l y  ~ Ix', x]. Let  us now 
define an element x 1 ~ S as 
x inf{x' e S :  g(x, e) = 0 i f fg(y,  e) = 0 for all y ~ [x', x]}. 
Note that by the continuity of g, g(x 1 , e) = 0 if g(x, e) = 0. 
Now we claim that x 1 ~ e. I f  possible, let x 1 > e. Then,  arguing as before, since 
g (x , ,e )  ~-0 ,  there exists an x '<x l  such that g(y,e)  =0 i f fg (x~,e)  =0 for all 
y ~ Ix', xl], which is a contradict ion to the definition of x I , and hence xt ~ e. But  
x 1 ~< e, since g(xl ,  e) = 0, and we have already seen that g(y, e) ~ 0 for all y ~ [r el. 
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This  contradict ion arises f rom our assumption that g(x, e) = 0 for some x > e and, 
therefore, g(x, e) ~ 0 for all x > e. 
Coz-e 2. x % ~(e). 
The  proof  is analogous to that of Case 1 and makes use of Proposit ions 1.2.3 b(i), 
1.3.2 c(ii), and Remark 1.3.5 (i). 
Thus  g(x, e) ~ 0 for all x e T and all e e E such that g(0, e) J= 0. 
Proof a(ii). Let  e E E and e' ~ E such 1hat e' > Y0. Then  since g(0, e') @ 0 in view 
of a(i), g(e, e') ~ O. A]sog(e, e') --/= 0 impl ies that g(e, x) v ~ 0 for all x >~ e', for ifg(e, x )=0 
for some x > e', since g(e, x) = 0 implies, by Proposit ion 1.3.2 e(i), g(e, y) = 0 for al~ 
y e [q~(x), x), it follows that g(e, e') = 0, which is a contradiction. Therefore, for all 
x ~> e' such that [Y0, e'] is a l igament of S, g(e, x) ~ 0 for any e ~ E. 
Now, let x E (Yo, e'). We shall show that g(e, x) =/= 0 for any e ~ E. I f  possible, let 
there exist x e (Yo, e') such that g(e, x) = 0 for some e E E. Let  
Yi = sup{x E (Y0, e') : g(e, x) = 0}. 
Note that, by the continuity of g, g(e, Yx) = 0, and so Yl =/= e', i.e., Ya <~ e'. Now,, 
g(0, e') =/= 0 inaplies, by a(i), that g(x, e') =/- 0 for all x c T, and since {(x, e') : x c T} is a 
compact set, there exists a 0, y~ < O < e" such that g(x, y)  =/= 0 for all x E T and y E [0, e']. 
Let  us choose y such that Yi < Y < 0 < e' and y*O < Yl 9 Then g(e, y*O) g(e, y) 
g(e*y, 0). But since g(e, y) =/: 0 and g(e*y, O) =/= 0, it follows that g(e, y*O) :/: O, which 
is a contradict ion as y*O < Yl 9 This  contradict ion proves that for any e E E and all 
x e (Yo, e'), g(e, x) v ~ O. 
This  proves that g(e, x) ~ 0 for all x > Yo and all e c E. 
Proof a(iii) and a(iv). We omit the proof, which is analogous to that of a(i) and a(ii). 
Proof a(v). By Remark 1.3.5 (ii), Y0 = Y0' = 0, and hence, by a(i) and a(iii), g(x, e)=/:O 
for all x ~ T and all e ~ E and g(x', e') ~= 0 for all x' e S '  and all e' e E '  Now we show 
that g(x, e') =# 0 for all x E S and e' E E ' .  For  i fg(x ,  e') = 0 for some x ~ S and e ' ~ E' ,  
then, by Proposit ion 1.3.2 c(ii), g(x, y ' )  = 0 for alt y' E [e'~ 0], and thus g(x, O) = 0 
which is a contradict{on, since g(x, 0) ~ 0. Therefore, g(x, e) @ 0 for all x e T and all 
ec Et J  E'. 
Again, by a(ii) and a(iv), g(e, x) :/= 0 for aU x e S and all e 6 E and g(e', x') @ 0 for all 
x' ~ S' and all e' ~ E'. Next we show that g(e, x') & 0 for all e E E and x' e S' .  For  if 
g(e, x') = 0 for some e ~ E and x 'e  S' ,  then g(e, 0) = 0, by Proposit ion 1.3.2 c(ii), 
which is a contradict ion since g(e, 0) ~ 0. Similarly, g(e', x) ~= 0 for all e' e E '  and x c S. 
Thus  g(e, x) ~ 0 for all x ~ T and all e ~ EtA E' .  
Proof b(i) and (ii). I t  is clear from the proof  of a(i) and a(ii). 
Then we have the following important  corollary. 
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COROLLARY 1.3.7. Let g: T • T--+ T i be an op-function 
(a) I f  y and y' exist, then the following statements are true. 
(i) g(x, y) if: 0 for all x 9 T and y > Yo , 
(ii) g(x', y') ,~ O for all x' 9 S" and y'  < Yo'. 
(iii) If, jurther, the condition (Ca): g(x,J) ~ O for all x E S holds, then g(x, y') :/: 0 
for all x 9 S and y' < Yo'. 
(iv) I f  g(O, y) :/: O, then g(x, y) ~/: O for all x, y 9 T. 
(b) Let Xo' -- f (i.e., Yo' does not exist) and Yo exists. I f  further, the condition (C2): 
g(x', e) :~ 0 for all x' 9 S' and e ~ E such that g(O, e) -/: 0 holds, g(x, y) ~/ 0 for all x 9 T 
and y > Yo. 
Proof a(i). We first claim that (A): g(x, y) :~ 0 for all x ~ T and y ~ e > Yo where 
e 9 E. First note that for any e ~ E such that e > Y0 since g(0, e) --/~ 0, by Proposition 
1.3.6 a(i), g(e, e) : /0  for all x E T. Now, if possible, let for some Yl E [e 1 , eel, a ligament 
of S such that e 1 > Yo, g(x, Yl) --  0 for some x e T. Then it follows, by Proposition 
1.3.2 c(i), that g(x, y) == 0 for all y E [q~(Yi), Y~], and hence, g(x, el) == 0, which is a 
contradiction as e i > Yl - Therefore, our claim (A) is established. 
Now, since g(x, el) @ 0 for all x c T where e I corresponds to the right end point of the 
ligament [y~, ell and the set {(x, el) : x E T} is compact, it ff~ltows that there exists a 0, 
y < 0 < e~, such that g(x, y) @ 0 for all x 9 T and y 9 [0, e~]. Let y '  = inf{0 e [Y0, ell: 
g(x, y) ~ 0 for all x ~ 7' and y e [0, el}. 
We claim that y' = Yo 9 Clearly y '  ~ Y0 - So, if possible, let y' > Yo. Now g(x, y) J- 0 
for all x 9 T and y ~ [y',  ell. 
We can choose y~, ye > y '  such that Yo < Yi*Yz < Y', and then 
g(x, Yi*Y2) = g(x, ya) g(x*yj , y~) 
implies that g(x, y~*yz) ~ 0 as both g(x, ya) @ 0 and g(x*y~ , y~) ~ O. But y~*y~ ~ y': 
which is contradictary to the definition o fy ' .  Therefore, y '  ~ Yo- 
Thus g(x, y) :/~ 0 for all x E T and y > Yo. 
Proof a(ii). Similar to the proof of a(i). 
Proof a(iii). Easy. 
Proof a(iv). By Remark t.3.5 (ii), Y0 = Y0' = 0. Then via Propositions 1.3.6 a(i) 
and 1.3.2 c(ii) it follows that (C~) is satisfied. Now a(iv) follows from a(i)-a(iii). 
Proof (b). Because of condition (C2) , and Proposition 1.3.6 b(i), Proposition 1.3.5 a(i) 
is true. Now if we look at the proof of a(i) we see that Proposition 1.3.6 a(i) implies that 
g(x, y) ~': 0 for alI x e 7' and y > Y0 9 
From the above discussion it is clear that if we had considered an op-function g: 
S • S - - ,  T1, where S is a standard thread instead of a thread T we considered above, 
we could have obtained the following with somewhat less effort. 
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Remark 1.3.8. Let, for a standard thread S, g: S • S -+ 7"1 be an op-function 
where T x is the same as before such that Yo exists. Then, for all x ~ S and y ~ Y0, 
g(x, y) 4- O and g(x, y) : 0 for all x c S and y ~ Yo- Further, if g(0, Yo) :~ 0, g(x, y) ~ 0 
for all x, y c S. In particular, if S = [0, 1], the unit thread, then i fy  0 exists, Y0 = 0, 
and hence Proposition 1.3.1 is obtained as a very special case. 
For the rest of this section let us assume that T a is a group with zero 0 (i.e., T is a 
semigroup with zero 0 such that TI\0 is a group). Then toward the structure of an 
op-function g: T • T -+ T a we have the following results. 
PROPOSITION 1.3.9. Let g: T X T -+ T a be a function. Then the following statements 
are equivalent. 
(i) g is an op-funetion such that g(x, y) 4: O for all x, y c T. 
(ii) g is an op-function such that g(O, O) :/: 0. 
(iii) There exists a continuous function b: T--+ T a such that b(x) 4: O for all x E T 
and g(x, y) : b(x) 1 b(x*y) for all x, y e T. 
Proof. Follows from Remark 1.3.5 (ii), Corollary 1.3.7 a(iv), and Proposition 1.1.2 
or Proposition i. 1.4. 
The next few results are concerned with op-functions g: T • T--~ T 1 such that 
neither g(x, y) = 0 for all x, y E T nor g(x, y) 4 :0  for all x, y ~ T. However, for this case, 
the description of the structure o fg  is not complete. 
PROPOSITION 1.3.10. Let g: T • T--+ T a be a function. Then the following two state- 
ments are equivalent. 
(I) g is an op-function such that both Yo and yo' exist, g(O, y) -- 0 and the condition 
(Ca), i.e., g(x, f )  =~ O for all x c S, is satisfied.- 
(2) There exists an e o ~ E such that, for any idempotent e > eo , there are three 
continuous functions hi : T--+ T I i = 1, 2, 3 satisfying 
(i) (a) h~(x) @ O for all x ~ T, i=  1,2, and h3(x ) =~ 0 iff x r [r ,eo], and 
(b) there exist two constants dl , d 2 c T a such that d 1 =~ O, d 2 =~ 0 and 
and 
ha(x) h~(x) - lad for aa x >~ e, 
h~(x) : hz(x) -~ d 2 for all x ~-~ ~(e), 
h2(x ) = hz(x) -1 d 2 for all x ~ (r e); 
(ii) (a) g(x, y) : O iff x ~ T and y E [r e0], 
(b) g(x, y) : the(x) hl(x * y)-X if y ~> e, 
th2(x) h2(x .y ) - i  if y ~< r 
for all x e T, 
(c) g(x, y) = h3(x) -a h~(x*y) for all x ~ [r eo] and y ~ T, 
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(d) g(x, ") is a homomorphism from [eo, e] (and from [r 4(eo)]) into T l fo r  all 
x e [r , eo] (and for all x E [r , 0]). 
(e) g, defined via (ii)(a)-(ii)(e), is continuous. 
Pro@ (1) =- (2). Let  e 0 = Y0- Now define, for any idempotent  e > eo, h~ : T -+ Tx,  
i - -  1, 2, by lh(x ) - -  g(x, e) and h2(x ) = g(x, q~(e)) for all x e T. Further ,  let d l= g(u, e) 
and dz ~- g(u, q~(e)). I t  is now easy to verify that all the condit ions of (2) are satisfied if we 
make use of Remark 1.3.5 (i), Proposit ion 1.3.4, and Corol lary 1.3.7 (a) at appropriate 
steps. 
(2) ~ (1). I t  is quite easy to check that g, defined by (ii), is well defined by virtue 
of (i) and is an op-function. Further ,  by virtue of 1.3.5 (ii), it can be shown that (ii)(a) 
implies that the condit ions of (I) are satisfied. 
If instead of a thread T we consider a standard thread (or a unit thread) S, then con- 
cerning op-funct ions g: S • S -+ T 1 , a special form of the Proposit ion 1.3.10 can be 
easily stated. 
Finally, we have 
PROPOSITION 1.3.1!. Let g: T • T -~ T 1 be a function. Then the following two state- 
ments are equivalent. 
(1) g is an op-function such that Yo exists, x o' exists, and x o = f ,  and the condition 
(C2) , i.e., g(x', e) r O for all x" ~ S' and e ~ E such that g(O, e) =~ 0 holds. 
(2) There exists an e o ~ E such that for any idempotent e > eo , there are three con- 
tinuous functions hi : T--~ T 1 , i = 1, 2, 3, satisfying 
(i) (a) h~(x) # 0 for all x e T, hz(x ) # 0 iff  x > eo, and h3(x ) 4= 0 iff 
x q~ [r eo]; (b) there exist two nonzero constants, d l ,  d 2 c T 1 such that hl(x ) = h2(x) -1 d 1 
for all x ~ e, h~(x) = h~(x) -1 d2for all x ~ (r e); 
(ii) (a) g(x, y)  = O iff x ~ r and y <~ eo , 
hoof. 
outline. 
(b) g(x, y)  - -  hl(x ) h i (x 'y )  -1 for all x ~ T and y ~ e, 
(c) g(x, y)  h2(x) -1 h2(x*y ) for all x > e o and y ~ T, 
(d) g(x, y)  = ha(x) -~ ha(x*y) for all x < r and y ~_ T, 
( e ) g( x, .) is a homomorphism from [eo, e] into T~ for all x e [r eo], and finally, 
(f) g, defined via (ii)(a)-(ii)(e), is continuous. 
The proof  is very similar to that of Proposit ion 1.3.10, and so we give only an 
(1) =~ (2). 
as, for all x ~ T, 
and 
Let  eo z Y0. Define, for any idempotent  e > e 0 , hi : T -~ T a , i = 1, 2, 3 
ka(x ) =g(x ,  e), k2(x ) =g(u ,  x) 
h3(x) = Ig(f, x) if x >~ O, 
~g(f, r if x < 0. 
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Now, by Proposition 1.3.4 and Corollary 1.3.7(b), (i)(a) and (ii)(a) are satisfied. I f  we 
set d 1 = g(u, e) and d 2 = g(f,  e), then (i)(b) can be easily verified. The verifications of 
(ii)(b)-(ii)(f) are routine and omitted. 
(2) ~- (1). As in the proof of Proposition 1.3.10, it is easy to show that, by virtue 
of (i)(b), the definition of g, via (ii)(a)-(ii)(e), is unambiguous and g is a continuous 
op-function. Further, (ii)(a) guarantees the conditions of (1) to be satisfied by g. 
In this section we have studied op-functions g: T • T -+ T 1 for a special class of 
threads amongst those with idempotent end points having identity and interior zero. 
There are other types of threads with identity and with or without (interior) zero but 
not having both end points as idempotents, e.g., the interval [ - - I ,  1] with usual real 
multiplication and many types of interval semigroups [8, 19]. While it is of interest o 
study op-functions in case of other types of threads and interval semigroups we do not 
make an attempt o do so in this paper. 
2. ON SOME PROPERTIES OF MACHINES 
In this section we shall often denote by the letter M (with or without subscript or 
superscript) a machine M ~ <X, S, T , f ,g )  (with the same subscript or superscript 
on X,  S, T , f ,  and g). Further, we shall assume that the output semigroups of all tile 
machines considered are left cancellative. 
2.1. Uniqueness of Certain Compatible Topologies 
For each set of compatible topologies for a machine M we get a topological variant of M. 
Under what conditions are one or more of these compatible topologies uniquely deter- 
mined ? This question for recursions was discussed by Kelemen [15]. We can state his 
results in a slightly general set up from which similar results can be directly read off for 
topological machines. The purpose of this section is to mention these briefly. 
Let A t, Y, Z be any three spaces. For a net {x~} in X, lim x~ = oo if {x~} does not have 
a converging subnet. A continuous function a: X -~ Y is said to be IP (infinity preserving) 
if, whenever {x~} is a net in X such that lim x~ = oo then lim a(x~) = oo. A continuous 
function /x: X • Y--+ Z, is said to be IP (or weakly IP, WIP)  on X if the continuous 
partial map/x~.: Y -+ Z,/ ,~(y) = tz(x, y), is IP for all (or some) x e X .  
Then the results of Kelemen can be stated in a slightly general form as 
PROPOSITION 2.1.1. Let, for any two spaces X and Z, and any nonempty set Y, t~ : 
X • Y ~ Z be a function. 
Let tL be effective on X (i.e., i~(x, Yl) ~ p~(x, y~) for all x E X implies Yl = Y2). 
(a) Let T 1 and T 2 be two topologies on Y such that under each of T 1 and To_, I ~ is 
continuous with respect o product topology on X • Y and is WIP on X.  Then T 1 ~ T 2 . 
(b) Let T 1 and T 2 be two compact opologies on Y such that under each of T 1 and T~ , 
1 ~ is continuous with respect o product topology on X • Y. Then T 1 -- To_. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1.2. Let, for any two spaces X and Y and any nonempty set Z, t*: 
X x Y--+ Z be a function. Let, for some x o e X ,  i,~o (Y)  = t,(Xo, Y)  ~ Z. 
(a) Let T I and T 2 be two topologies on Z such that under each of T 1 and Tz,  the 
partial map Izx. is IP and continuous. Then T 1 -- T 2 . 
(b) Let T 1 and T s be two compact opologies on Z such that under each of 711 and 7"2, 
t* is continuous. Then T 1 ~ T 2 . 
The roles of X and Y can be interchanged in the above two propositions. 
The proof of all these results is essentially the same as that of Kelemen [15] and is 
omitted. 
Kelemen's results, stated above, can be used to state various conditions on f and g 
that guarantee uniqueness of one or more compatible topologies on a machine. We do not 
state them explicitly here. 
2.2. On the Reduced Form of a Machine 
All machines considered in this section are assumed to have the same input and output 
semigroups S and T, respectively. 
Two machines M 1 and M s are said to be topologically isomorphic or, simply, isomorphic, 
written M 1 ~ 7142, if there exists a homeomorphism h: X" a --+ X~, satisfying, for each 
x a X and each s e S, the following conditions of algebraic isomorphism [12]. 
(1) g!(x, s) = g=(h(x), s), and 
(2) h(k(x, s)) = k(h(x), s). 
A state x 1 of M x is said to be equivalent to a state x s of 21//2, written x 1 N x2, i fgl(x 1 , s) 
gs(xs, s) for each s c S. A machine M is in reduced form or distinguished if for x, y e X, 
x ~ y implies that x = y. A machine M '  is a reduced form of M if there exists a continuous 
onto map h: X -+ X '  such that x ~ h(x) for all x e X, and M'  is distinguished. 
We now proceed to investigate whether for a machine there exists a reduced form, 
and if so, whether a reduced form is unique upto isomorphism. 
The following iemma is well known (cf. [12, Lemma 3.l]) and follows from the fact 
that the output semigroup is left cancellative. 
L~MMA 2.2.1. Let M 1 and M S be two machines. For x t a X 1 and x~ e X~, i f  x 1 ~-~ x2, 
then for any s e S, f~(xl ,  s) ~L(x ,  s). 
LEMMA 2.2.2. Let X be any arbitrary topological space (X  need not satisfy any separation 
axiom), let Y be any T s space, and let D be any nonempty set. Let {hk , k e D) be a family 
of continuous maps from X into Y and let R be the equivalence relation on X defined by 
xRy iff hk(x) = hk(y) for all k e D. Then the quotient space X /R  is a Hausdorff space. 
Proof. Note that the product space yD is a T~ space and the map h: X---* yo ,  defined 
by h(x) = (hk(x)), k ~ D, is continuous. Then the lemma follows from a known fact 
(ef. [6, Proposition 9, p. 79]). 
It is well known (el. [12, Theorem 3.2]) that if M is a discrete machine, there exists 
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a unique (upto isomorphism) reduced form M' of M. M '  is defined by taking the state 
space X'  as the quotient set X/H,  the set of all equivalence classes with respect o the 
equivalence relation ~-~ on X, and the functions f '  and g' are canonically defined via 
Lemma 2.2.1 so that Fig. 1 becomes commutative. In this figure q: X--+X'  is the 
g f 
T" XxS ,'X 
x " ~ g '  q x i ]q  
"~X' !  S f" ,,X 5 
FIGURE 1 
canonical map defined by q(x) -- equivalence class of x with respect o ~-- and i: S ~ S 
is the identity map. For a topological machine M, if there exists a Hausdorff topology 
on .X' that makes M '  a topological machine and q a continuous map, we get a reduced 
form of M. The quotient opology on X' is Hausdorff by Lemma 2.2.2, if we take the 
set D of the 1emma as the set S so that x --~y ifg,(x) = g~(y) for all s E S, g.~ : X--+ T 
being defined by g.~(x) = g(x, s). Therefore, a Hausdorff topology on X' that makes M'  
a reduced form of M must be weaker than or equal to the quotient topology on X' .  
Moreover, after a moment's reflection it would be clear that any reduced form M'  of M 
must be obtained (upto isomorphism) by giving a Hausdorff topology on X '  that makes 
the maps q, f ' ,  and g' of Fig. 1 continuous. 
Therefore for a topological machine M, a reduced form M'  exists iff there exists a 
Hausdorff topology on X '  which is weaker than or equal to the quotient opology on X', 
that makes M '  a topological machine, and, if M' is a reduced form of M, M' is the unique 
(upto isomorphism) reduced form of M iff the compatible Hausdorff topology on X '  
is the unique Hausdorff topology that makes the maps f ' ,  g', and q of Fig. 1 continuous. 
I f  the quotient opology on X', which is Hausdorff by Lemma 2.2.2, makes f '  and g' 
continuous we shall refer to this reduced form of M as the quotient machine of M. 
The rest of this section is primarily concerned with machines for which the quotient 
machine is defined and is the unique (upto isomorphism) reduced form. Incidentally, if 
M '  is a reduced form of M, then under some conditions there exists a topological variant 
M" of M such that M '  is the quotient machine of _/34". For obtaining such conditions we 
need to solve the following topological problem. Suppose Y is any nonempty Hausdorff 
space, X is any nonempty set, and f :  X--+ Y is an onto map. Under what conditions 
can We give a Hausdorff topology on X such that f becomes continuous open (or Y 
becomes the quotient space X/f)  ? A sufficient condition for this is 
LEMMA 2.2.3. Let X, Y, and f be as above. If, for any Ya , Y2 e Y, there exists a 1-| 
correspondence b tween f - l (  yl) and f-l(y~), X can be given a Hausdorff topology such that f
becomes continuous open. 
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Pro@ Let Ay = f - l (y ) ,  y c Y, and A = A,j~ for a fixed Y0 e Y. There exists a 1-1 
onto map hy : A --+ Ay for each y ~ Y. Let B ,  {h,j(a) : y c Y}. Then {B~} is a partition 
of X and, for each a ~ A, there exists a 1-1 onto map h a : B, -~ Y defined as : ha(h~(a)) =y.  
Note that h~ = f I B , .  Give B o the T 2 topology making h a a homeomorphism and then 
to X give the union topology [6] which is tile required Hausdorff topology on X makingf  
continuous open. 
In view of the above lemma we can now state the following for machines. 
PROPOSITION 2.2.4. Suppose for a machine M there exists a reduced form M',  and 
the canonical map q: X -~ X '  is such that q-l(xi) and q-l(x2) are in 1-1 correspondence 
for every pair x I , x 2 c X' ,  then M'  is the quotient machine for a topological variant of ill. 
Toward the existence and uniqueness of the quotient machine for a machine we have 
some sufficient conditions only. We first note some such conditions in the following 
remark. We may recall here that a continuous map f from a space 32 onto a space Y is a 
quotient map if A C Y is open i f f f - l (d )  is open in X. 
Remark 2.2.5. I f  q: X -+ X '  is the canonical quotient map and q • i :X  • S -+ 
X'  • S is a quotient map (cf. Fig. 1), then for a machine M the quotient machine Mq 
is defined. I f  M~ is defined and the quotient opology on M'  is minimal Hausdorff [23], 
then it is the unique (upto isomorphism) reduced form. It is known that a compact 
Hausdorff space is minimal Hausdorff [23]. 
Incidentally, we quote in the following some results from Madison [17] which give 
several sufficient conditions for the map q • i of Remark 2.2.5 to be a quotient map. 
Remark 2.2.6 (cf. [17]). The map q • i of Remark 2.2.5 is a quotient map if any 
one of the following holds. 
(1) S is locally compact. 
(2) X '  • S is a k-space. (A space X is a k-space if a subset A of X is open (closed) 
in X whenever X c~ K is open (closed) in K for each compact subset K of X. X is a 
k-space iff X is a quotient space of a locally compact space.) 
(3) q is a biquotient map. (A map f :  2 ( -+ Y is  biquotient if, whenevery e Yand Y[ 
is a covering o f f -~(y)  by open sets of X, then finitely many f (U) ,  Ue  ~', cover some 
neighborhood of y e Y. A biquotient map is a quotient map and q is a biquotient map 
if q is either open or proper.) 
We do not make an attempt o reproduce the proofs of Madison of Remarks 2.2.6; 
our point is only to record the existence of such results which are relevant to our present 
discussion. 
The following gives another sufficient condition for the existence and uniqueness of a 
reduced form of a machine. 
PROPOSITION 2.2.7. Suppose, for a machine M, there is some s ~ S such that x ~ y 
implies that g(x, s) if= g(y, s), and g.~ : X--+ T, gs(x) - -g(x,  s), is a continuous open map. 
Then the quotient machine is defined and is the unique (upto isomorphism) reduced form. 
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Pro@ From the given conditions it follows that the quotient space X/~.~ = X '  is 
homeomorphic to g~(X) and the canonical map q: X--~ X '  is open. So the quotient 
machine is defined and g, '  is a homeomorphism between X '  and g j (X ' )  = g~(X) (cf. 
Fig. 1), and hence, there is no weaker T 2 topology on X '  making g~' (and hence g') 
continuous. Therefore, the quotient machine is the unique reduced form. 
In the light of our discussion of Kelomen's results in Section 2.1 we state the following 
proposition giving some sufficient conditions for the uniqueness of a reduced form of 
a machine, if it is defined. 
PROPOSITION 2.2.8. Let M = < X ,  S, T, f , g )  be a machine and M'  = <_32', S, T, f ', g ' )  
be a reduced form of M. Let q: X --+ X '  be the quotient map. Then M'  is unique upto iso- 
morphism if any one of the following three conditions holds. 
(1) g is WIP  on S. 
(2) (a) f is WIP on S and q is IP, and (b) x I ,~ x 2 iff f (x l  , s) N f(x2 , s) for all s E S. 
(Note that i f  M satisfies A3, then (b) is automatically satisfied.) 
(3) (a) For some x o e X ,  f (xo ,  S)  = X ,  and (b) the partial map f~. and q are IP. 
Proof. (1) g is WIP  on S implies g' is WIP  on S, because if, for a net {x~'} in X' ,  
lira x~' = 0% x~ ~ q-~(x~'), we see that lim x~ = co, and so there is some s e S such that 
lira g(x~ , s) !im g'(x~', s) -- co. 
Further, g' is always effective on S. For, if g'(xl' , s) = g'(x2', s) for all s e S, then, if 
xl E q-i(xi'), i = 1,2, g(x i , s) = g(x2, s) for all s ~ S and so x i ~-~ x2 and hence, x t' = 
q(x l )  = q(x~)  = ~'. 
Therefore, Proposition 2.1.1 (a) can be applied. 
(2) Again it is easy to see that (a) implies that f '  is WIP  on S and (b) implies that f '  
is effective on S. 
(3) Note that (a) implies that f'(q(xo), S) : X '  and (b) implies that the partial 
maple'(x0) is IP. Hence, Proposition 2.1.2 (a) can be applied. 
2.3. On Input-Distinguished Machines 
In this section all machines are taken to have the same output semigroup. 
For a machine M two inputs s 1 and s 2 are input-equivalent, written s i ~ s 2 , if g(x, si) = 
g(x, s2) andg(x, sis ) g(x, s2s ) fo reachxEXandeachsES .  Miscalledinput-distinguished 
(or input-reduced) if no two distinct inputs are input-equivalent. M '  (with X '  = X) is 
an input-reduced form of M if there exists a continuous onto homomorphism h: S ~ S '  
such that s ~ h(s) for all s ~ S and M'  is input-distinguished. Two machines M i and M~ 
are input-isomorphic if there exists an isomorphism h: S i ~ S~ and a homeomorphism 
k: X i --+ X.~ such that 
(1) k(fl(x, s)) =f2(k(x),  h(s)), and 
(2) gi(x, s) = g2(k(x), h(s)) for all x E X i and all s e S a . 
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We first study whether for a machine an input-reduced form exists and, if so, whether 
an input reduced form is unique upto input-isomorphism. 
The following algebraic fact is well known and so we state it without giving any proof. 
LEIVIMA 2.3.1 (cf. [12, Lemma 3.2])~ Let  M be a machine. Then 
(1) if, for  sa , s z ~ S and x, y e X ,  s 1 ~ s~ and x ~-, y, then f (x ,  sl) ~--~ f (y ,  sz). 
In particular, i f  M is distinguished and, .[or sl , sz c S, s I ~ s~, then f (x ,  sa) --  f (x ,  se) 
for all x E A'. 
(2) l f ,  for  s 1 , s e , sa , s 4 e S, s~ ~ Sz , ands z ~ sa , then sis z ~ s~s~ . It  follows that 
is a corggruence relatioze az~ S. 
We shall also need the following fact. 
LtM~IA 2.3.2. The quotient opology on S /~ is Hausdorff. 
Proof. Let D -- X t.j X • S. Now s 1 ~ s 2 if gx(sl) -- g=(s2) and g(x,~l(Sl) = g(x.s)(s2) 
for all x e X and s e S where g= : S ~ T (respectively g(~,~) : S --+ T) is defined by 
g~(s 0 = g(x, h)  (respectively g(~,~)(sa) = g(x, &s)). Hence, by Lemma 2.2.2, the result 
follows. 
For discrete machines the following result is well known (cf. [12, Theorem 3.3]. 
PROPOSITION 2.3.3. For any discrete machine 34 there exists an input-reduced form 
M" such that 
(l) x = x ' ,  
(2) there exists a homomorphism h: S ~ S'  satisfying g(x, s) = g'(x, h(s)) for all 
s E S and each x ~ X ;  
(3) i f  M is distinguished, then any input-distinguished machine M"  satisfying (t) 
and (2) above is input-isomorphic to M ' .  
M' is defined by taking X'  = X ,  S'  S ly ,  which is the well-defined canonical 
q~otient semigroup via Lemma 2.3.1(2) and f and g are defined via Lemma 2.3.1(1) so 
that Fig. 2 becomes commutative. 
lr~ Fig. 2, p: S --,- S '  S ly ,  is the canonical map defined by p(s) ---- the equivalence 
e!ass containing s with respect to .~, q: X--~ X /~ is the canonical map defiued by 
q(x) ~- the equivalence class containing x with respect o ~,  i: X--~ X is the identity 
g 
T'~ 
f 
Xxs  ,--X o ,  I~p q 
X !S '  L " X/ '"  
FmURE 2 
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map, h X • S'  --+ X/~-- is defined by l(x, s) the equivalence class with respect o ~-~ 
containing f(x, s), for any s cp-a(s') ,  and ql-aT: X/~-~--+ X is a map which selects one 
point of X from each equivalence class with respect o ~-~. 
For the topological case, however, several problems arise, as in the discussion of the 
previous ection. First, though, by Lemma 2.3.1(2), S/~ inherits canonically a semigroup 
operation from that of S, there may not exist a topology on S/~ making it a topological 
semigroup; in fact, even the quotient opology on S Is ,  which is Hausdorff by Lemma 
2.3.2, may not make S/~ a topological semigroup. The quotient topology on S/~ 
makes it a topological semigroup if the map: p • p : S • S--+ S /~ • S /~ is a quotient 
map where p: S-+ S /~ is the canonical quotient map. Several sufficient conditions for 
p • p to be a quotient map similar to those stated in Remark 2.2.6 are available in 
Madison [17], but we do not state them here. Secondly, there should exist not only a 
topology on S/~ making it a topological semigroup, but also a topology on X/~ so 
that p, g, l, q and ql ~t of Fig. 2 become continuous. 
Let, for topological spaces X and Y, a: X -+ Y be a continuous map. Then a map 
o"(-17: Y--*-X is a continuous inverse of a if a ~-11 is continuous and a(# 11(y)) = y 
for all y ~ Y. 
Then for a topological machine M there exists an input reduced form satisfying (1) 
and (2) of Proposition 2.3.3 if there exists a topology on the quotient set S/~ and a 
topology on _32/~-~ such that S/~c becomes a topological semigroup, the maps p, g, l, q 
of Fig. 2 become continuous, and q admits of a continuous inverse q~ a). Further, if M 
is distinguished then, arguing as in the case of existence of a reduced form of a machine, 
there exists an input-reduced form iff there exists a topology on S/~ making it a topoi- 
ogical semigroup and the maps p, g', f of Fig. 2 become continuous and a unique (upto 
input-isomorphism) input-reduced form iff such a topology on S[~ i s unique. 
Now we shall state two results giving sufficient conditions for the existence and unique- 
ness (upto input-isomorphism) of an input-reduced form of a distinguished machine 
analogous to the results of Section 2.2. 
Analogous to Proposition 2.2.7 we can state 
PROPOSITION 2.3.4. Let M be a distinguished machine. Let there exist an x o c X such 
that the partial map g~o : S -+ T, g%(s) = g(xo, s), is continuous open and s .% t implies 
g~o(s) =/= g%(t). Then the quotient opology is the unique T~-topology on S /~ making M' = 
(X, S I s ,  T, f ' ,  g') (cf. Fig. 2) the unique input-reduced form of M. 
Proof. Similar to that of Proposition 2.2.7. 
As in Section 2.2 we state a proposition below giving some Sufficient conditions for the 
uniqueness of an input-reduced form, if it exists, in view of Kelemen's results of Section 
2.1. 
PROI'OSlTION 2.3.5. Let M = (X, S, T,f, g) be a distinguished machine and M' = 
(X, S', T,f ' ,  g'} be an input-reduced form of M; M' is unique (upto input-isomorphism) 
if any one of the following conditions holds. 
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(1) (a) g is WIP on X,  and (b) J ig(x, sl) -- g(x, s2) for all x E X ,  then g(x, sis ) = 
g(x, s2s ) for all x ~ X and all s e S; 
(2) (a) f is WIP on X,  and (b) i f  f (x, sl) = f (x ,  so) for all x c X ,  then g(x, sl) = 
g(x, s2) for all x ~ X.  
Proof (1). Follows from Proposition 2.1.1 (a) if we note that (a) implies that g' is 
WIP on X and (b) implies that g' is effective on X. 
(2) A similar argument is needed. 
Next we discuss the topological version of a problem of Ginsburg concerning input- 
distinguished machines. The problem is to find conditions on a semigroup S which 
guarantee the existence of an input-distinguished machine M = (X, S, T,f, g} with a 
compact state space X (cf. [12]). As noted by Ginsburg [12], for each semigroup S there 
exists an input-distinguished machine M = (X ,  S, T, f ,  g}. For, without any loss of 
generality, we can assume that S has an identity and then define M as follows. Let T be 
the sere/group obtained by defining a right zero multiplication on S, i.e., sis., = s 2 for 
all s 1 , s 2 c S. Then, taking X -- S, define T<--g X • S_ . I  X by f ( s l ,  s2) = sis 2 and 
g(s,, s~.) = sis o for all (q ,  se) ~ X • S. But, in general, Xneed not be compact if S is not. 
Ginsburg provided examples of infinite semigroups [12] for which there exists no finite- 
state input distinguished machine. In the sequel, we make some observations about the 
existence of an input-distinguished machine with compact state space for any given 
input semigroup. 
Remark 2.3.6. If a semigroup S admits of a compactification S * of which S is a 
subsemigroup, there exists an input distinguished machine with a compact state space, 
namely, S* and S as input semigroup. 
In the following we make some observations where, given an input semigroup, we 
obtain conditions under which there exists an input-distinguished machine with a compact 
state space satisfying some additiona! hypotheses. 
PROPOSITION 2.3.7. Let S be a semigroup with identity. Then there exist an input- 
distinguished machine with a compact state space, an output semigroup having right zero 
multiplication i f  there exists a compact space 2( on which S acts effectively, and a 1-1 con- 
tinuous map from X into S. 
Conversely, if, for a ~emigroup S with identity, there exi.~ts an input-distinguished machine 
with a compact state space X and an output semigroup with right zero multiplication, then S 
must act on X effectively. 
Proof. Suppose S acts effectively on a compact space X. Suppose T is the semigroup 
obtained by defining right zero multiplication on S. Then define the machine M = 
(X, S, T,f, g)  as: f is the given action of S on X and g(x, s) = h( f (x ,  s)) for some 1-1 
continuous map h: X -*  T (cf. Proposition 1.1.1). Now M is input-distinguished, since, 
for each pair Sl, so e S, s 1 @ s2, there exists x e X such that f (x ,  sl) 4= f (x ,  s~), and 
hence, g(x, h) =/= g(x, sz). 
Conversely, suppose M ~ (X, S, T, f, g} is an input distinguished machine with S 
having identity, X compact, and T having right zero multiplication. Then, by Proposition 
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1.1.1, there exists a continuous map h: X -+ T such that g(x, s) = h(f(x,  s)) for all 
xEX and sc  5:. Since, for each pair s 1, s 2 E S, s 1 =# s 2, there exists x ~ Y such that 
either f (x ,  h) @ f (x ,  s.2) or g(x, sl) =/= g(x, s.2) (equivalently h(f(x,  Sl) ) =# h(f(x,  s2))) , it 
follows that f (x ,  st) =# f(x,  sz). 
COROLLARY 2.3.8. I f  S is any infinite semigroup having identity, then there exists no 
finite-state input-distinguished machine with the output semigroup having right zero 
multiplication. 
A closely related result on effective acts, which may have some independent interest, is 
PROPOSITION 2.3.9. A semigroup S acts effectively on a locally compact (compact) space 
iff there exists a semigroup S* such that 
(I) there exists a locally compact (compact) right ideal X of S* on which S* acts 
effectively, and, 
(2) there exists a continuous 1-I  homomorphism h from S into S* 
In (1) the statement that S* acts effectively on X can be replaced by saying that h(S) 
acts effectively on X. 
Proof. "If ."  Define the act f :  X • S -+ S -+ as : f (x ,  s) -- xh(s) for all (x, s) c X • S. 
"Only if." Suppose f :  X • S--+ X is an effective act with X locally compact 
(compact). Let S* be the semigroup of all continuous maps from X into itself under the 
operation of composition of maps and compact-open topology. Then the map h: S -+ S*, 
h(s) =f~:X-+ X,  f~(x)= f (x ,  s) is a I-1 continuous homomorphism and the map 
r ~ k , ,  kx(X ) = x, for all x E X, is a homeomorphism, andr  is a locally compact 
(compact) ideal of S* such that S* acts (canonically and) effectively on r 
I f  S acts quasi-transitively on a space X, the equivalence relation on X defined by 
identifying the orbits is referred to as the orbit equivalence relation on X. Let R 1 and R~ 
be two equivalences on a set X. R 1 is said to be weaker than R 2 if each Rl-equivalence 
class is contained in some R2-equivalence class. Then the following is another observation 
concerning Ginsburg's problem. 
PROPOSITION 2.3.10. Given a semigroup S there exists an input distinguished machine 
with a compact state space on which S acts quasi-transitively such that the orbital equivalence 
relation is weaker than the state equivalence relation (~-~) iff there exists a compact space Y 
and a semigroup T such that a continuous map g: Y • S --+ T exists for which g~ : S -+ T, 
gu(s) = g(y, s), is a (continuous) 1-1 homomorphism for a l ly  ~ Y. 
Proof. "Only if." Let M = <X, S, T, f ,  g) be a machine of the type described. 
Let Y be the (compact) quotient space of X obtained by coalescing the orbits under the 
action of S on X. Then there exists a machine M'  = (Y ,  S, T , f ' ,  g') defined canonically 
so as to make Fig. 3 commutative as f ' (x ' ,  s) : q(f(x, s)), and g'(x', s) = g(x, s) for some 
x c q-l(x'), x' c Y, and s e S. Then g' satisfies the requirements. 
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"I f ."  Define, taking X = Y, M = (X ,  S, T,f, g)  asf(x ,  s) = x for all x c X and all 
s e S and g as given. Then M is a desired machine. 
Ginsburg's problem is, however, not yet satisfactorily and completely solved. 
2.4. On Equivalence of Machines 
All machines of this section have the same input and output semigroups. For a machine 
M let X '  = X/ ,~,  the quotient set, and r = {gx : S --+ T : gx(s) - -  g(x, s), x ~ X and 
s ~ S}. Two discrete machines M 1 and Mz are said to be (behaviorally) equivalent if there 
exist two maps h: X 1 --> X e and k: X e -+ -Jr1 such that x a ~ h(xl) and x 2 ~ k(xe) for all 
x 1 c 2(1 and xe e Xe [12] or, equivalently, if r = r Then, via a 1-1 correspondence 
between X '  and r two (discrete) machines are (behaviorlly) equivalent iff their reduced 
forms (which are unique (upto isomorphisms) and (behaviorally) equivalent o the 
original forms) are isomorphic [12, 25]. The purpose of this section is to discuss the 
topological version of the above concept and result. 
Two (topological) machines 214r~ and M s are said to be (behaviorally) equivalent, 
written M 1 ~ 21//2, if there exist two continuous maps h: .X" 1 --+ Xz and k: X 2 --+ X 1 such 
that x~ ~ h(xl) and x e ~ k(x~) for all x~ ~ 221 and x e e Xe.  However, the topological 
version of the equivalent form of this concept in the discrete setting is not equivalent 
to this but is somewhat weaker. Accordingly, we say that M 1 and M s are weakly 
(behaviorally) equivalent, written M l ~ M s if r = r and the resultant 1-1 corre- 
spondence between x~' and Xe', both being given quotient opologies, is a homeomorphism. 
The concept of isomorphism (m_~) of machines ignifies that of structural equivalence 
and is a stronger concept han those above. These remarks are justified by 
PROPOSITION 2.4.1. Let J~l 1 and M 2 be two (topological) machines. 
(a) M~_~ M, ~ M~ ~ M.,. 
(b) I f  the (canonical) quotient maps qi : X i  => Xi ' ,  i = l, 2, are open (or closed), then 
M~M~MI~M2.  
(c) For discrete machines, M a ~ M 2 iff M1 ~'~ 21/12. 
Proof. (a) is obvious and (c) is well known [12]. For (b) look at the commutative 
Fig. 4 where hi are the maps establishing ~ between M 1 and M s and h is defined by 
h(x) =~ qe o h 1 o q-l(x') for x' c XI' .  Note that h is a homeomorphism. 
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ql 
x, , x l  
X2 ~ X~ 
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In the rest of this section we obtain some conditions under which for topological 
machines part (c) of Proposition 2.4.t holds. 
PnOPOSITrON 2.4.2. Let  M1,  M~ be two machines fo r  which the quotient map~ qi are 
open (or closed) and admit  o f  continuous inverses. Then M 1 ~ M 2 i f f  M 1 ~-~ M 2 . 
Proof.  M 1 ~ ~I~ =~ M 1 ~ M 2 by (b) of Proposition 2.4.1. To prove the other way, 
tet h: X 1' --+ X 2' be the desired homeomorphism and k s : X~' -+ X,: be continuous inverses 
o fq~, i= 1, 2. 
Define h 1 : X 1 -+ X~ and h 2 : X 2 -+ X 1 by 
hl(X ) -k  2ohoqa(x) ,  for x~X1,  
and 
he(x ) - -  le a o h -1 o q~(x), for x e X 2 . 
Then h t and h 2 are two required continuous maps. 
While the existence of a continuous inverse of a map demands many topological 
restrictions, which are discussed in [20], the following observation is worth recording. 
PROPOSITION 2.4.3. Let  M 1 and  M 2 be two machines uch that  the qi's are open (or closed) 
and  M 1 ~ ~2.  Then the qi's have continuous inverses i f f  there exist two continuous maps 
h a : X 1 -+ X 2 and  It 2 : X 2 -+ X 1 such that  x~ ~y~ implies that  hi(xi) = hi(y~) ~ x~ fo r  
i=  1,2. 
Proof  " I f  part." Look at the commutative Fig. 4 in connection with the proof of 
Proposition 2.4.1. Define k i : X , '  -+ X i by 
kl(x~' ) = h 2 o q;~ o h(x?) ,  
and 
k.,_(x2') = hi o q~l o h(x2, ) for all xi '  --~ X i ' ,  i = 1, 2. 
It is easy to see that k i is a continuous inverse of qi , i ~ 1, 2. 
"Only if part." The proof of this is contained in the proof of part (b) of Proposition 
2.4.I and that of Proposition 2.4.2. 
A final remark given below contains an analog of a result for discrete machines (el. 
[12, 25]). 
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Remark 2.4.4. (1) Let  M be a (topological) machine such that  the quot ient  mach ine  
M '  is defined. Then  M'  ~ M iff there exists a cont inuous inverse of q. 
(2) Let  ]141 and M e be two machines  for wh ich  the quot ient  machines  M 1' and M o' 
are defined and M~ ~ Mi ' ,  i - -  1, 2. Then  M,  ~ M 2 iff M, '  ~ Mo'. 
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